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LA MÉDITERRANÉE-PLANÈTE. POUR UN NOUVEL ATLAS D'HISTOIRE MONDIALE

Editions Commios
In Companions in Geography Mario Cams explores the early 18th century mapping of Qing China, one of the largest scientific projects of the early modern world and shaped by the collaboration between European missionaries and Qing officials.

Rapports annuels sur les progrès de la géographie
BRILL
A review of comparative philology and comparative linguistics.

Notre siècle se place sous le signe de la fin des totalités, de la dissemination, de la réalite atomisee, des multiplicites pures.
Autrement dit, l'être prend congé de l'un. Mais il est aise de constater que la domination n'a pas pris fin pour autant. La multiplicité a son tour impose son règne, qui a pour nom mondialisation. Ce n'est donc pas le multiple qui nous libère, mais au contraire l'un, si du moins celui-ci se libère de l'être comme l'être s'est libéré de l'un : une unite qui ne conduit donc pas nécessairement à l'uniformité. A cette fin, Comme un nouvel Atlas noue le dialogue entre les trois grands philosophes (Plotin, Proclus, Damascius) du
neoplatonisme, qui seul, dans l'histoire de la philosophie, a ose penser la difference radicale de l'un par rapport a l'etre. Dans cette perspective, l'un apparait comme une philosophie de la liberte, susceptible de repondre au primat actuel du monde sensible et du devenir autant et mieux qu'aux formes intelligibles et aux idees eternelles de la cosmologie antique a laquelle cette pensee originellement se rattache. Se definit alors un principe, qui tient et maintient le monde sans pour autant le determiner et moins encore le dominer : un principe meilleur que la puissance.

**Journal de Trévoux**
Elsevier

**Comme un nouvel atlasBelles Lettres**

**Comme un nouvel atlas**

Routledge

**Atlas numismatique consacré à la Gaule du nord.**

**A Catalogue of the Library of the North China Branch**

Lexington Books

This book is a comparative study of the production and role of maps, charts, and atlases in early modern England and France with a particular focus on Paris and London.

**Geografiska Annaler**

BRILL
The traumatic experiences of persecution and genocide have changed traditional views of literature. The discussion of historical truth versus aesthetic autonomy takes an unexpected turn when confronted with the experiences of the victims of the Holocaust, the Gulag Archipelago, the Cultural Revolution, Apartheid and other crimes against humanity. The question is whether - and, if so, to what extent - literary imagination may depart from historical truth. In general, the first reactions to traumatic historical experiences are autobiographical statements, written by witnesses of the events. However, the second and third generations, the sons and daughters of the victims as well as of the victimizers, tend to free themselves from this generic restriction and claim their own way of remembering the history of their parents and grandparents. They explore their own limits of representation, and feel free to use a variety of genres; they turn to either realist or postmodernist, ironic or grotesque modes of writing.

HISTOIRE ET DESCRIPTION DES ILES IONIENNES... ; AVEC UN NOUVEL ATLAS...

University of Toronto Press
This new book shows how the idea of a strategic triangle can illuminate the security relationships among the United States, the European Union and Russia in the greater transatlantic sphere. This concept highlights how
the relationships among these three actors may, on some issues, be closely related. A central question also follows directly from the use of the notion of the triangle: does the EU have actor capability in this policy sphere or will it get it in the future? The reason this is so important for our project is that only if the Union is regarded by the two other actors, and regards itself, as an actor in security policy does the strategic triangle really exists. Consequently, this book has a strong focus upon the development of the actor capability of the Union. In the case of the United States, it examines to what extent the concept of the strategic triangle has significance under each of five grand strategies that serve as alternative visions of the superpower’s role in the world.

**REvue politIque et parlementaire**

Statistics Canada = Statistique Canada
Symbolic Landscapes presents a definitive collection of landscape/place studies that explores symbolic, cultural levels of geographical meanings. Essays written by philosophers, geographers, architects, social scientists, art historians, and literati, bring specific modes of expertise and perspectives to this transdisciplinary and interdisciplinary study of the symbolic level human existential spatiality. Placing emphasis on the pre-cognitive genesis of symbolic meaning, as well as embodied, experiential
(lived) geography, the volume offers a fresh, quasi-phenomenological approach. The editors articulate the epistemological doctrine that perception and imagination form a continuum in which both are always implicated as complements. This approach makes a case for the interrelation of the geography of perception and the geography of imagination, which means that human/cultural geography offers only an abstraction if indeed an aesthetic geography is constituted merely as a sub-field. Human/cultural geography can only approach spatial reality through recognizing the intimate interrelative dialectic between the imaginative and perceptual meanings of our landscapes/place-worlds. This volume reinvigorates the importance of the topic of symbolism in human/cultural geography, landscape studies, philosophy of place, architecture and planning, and will stand among the classics in the field.

**Mapping and Charting in Early Modern England and France**

Comme un nouvel atlas
In June 1967 the Canadian National Commission for Unesco and the Université de Moncton jointly sponsored an international seminar on bilingualism. Although 1967 was Canada's centennial year, the seminar was concerned only incidentally with bilingualism in Canada. Instead, bilingualism was
considered as the essential element in communication between language irrespective of national boundaries. Participants included linguists, psychologists, and sociologists. The report shows that the interdisciplinary discussions carried on at Moncton were fruitful; that significant questions about bilingualism were raised and an improvement in communication between specialists from different traditions, languages, and cultures were effected.

This volumes makes a valuable contribution toward establishing a general theory of bilingualism. *Nouvel Atlas Des Champignons* Odile Jacob Contains bibliographies and book reviews.

**CHANGING TRANSATLANTIC SECURITY RELATIONS**

Belles Lettres

*Water Vapour Line Parameters from Microwave to Medium Infrared (An Atlas of H2 16O, H2 17O, and H2 18O Line Positions and Intensities Between 0 and 4350cm-1)* is the culmination of long-range effort and represents a large amount of analysis and calculations relating to the properties of water molecules. The text is divided into major parts. The first half discusses the theories, and the second half presents the atlas. The atlas provides the position, the intensity, the lower energy level, the rotational and vibrational quantum numbers of the upper and lower levels, and the isotropic species. The
book will be of great interest to scientists from various fields, such as chemical physics, molecular physics, and astrophysics.

**Biographie Universelle, Ancienne Et Moderne**

The Canadian Railway Employees' Monthly Archivum Linguisticum Etudes anglaises et américaines Statistique morale de l'Angleterre et de la France, par A.-M. Guerry

... Études sur cet ouvrage... par M. H. Diard... Nouvelle édition, revue, corrigé et augmentée Genie Civil

**NOUVEL ATLAS DES MONNAIES GAULOISES**
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